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II.   FORMATION   OF  THE   CONTRACT
i. Formation of the agreement
(i) The fact of agreement*
The first essential to the creation of a valid contract is that
the parties should have reached agreement—that there should adidem
be consensus ad Idem. In one sense this is a question of fact
dependent upon whether there has been the acceptance of an
offer, but what constitutes an offer and its acceptance is a
matter of law, and in a foreign element case the answer may
vary with the legal system that is chosen to govern the question,
since the criterion of a completed agreement is not the same
everywhere. Thus some systems take a contrary view to English
law and hold that the silence of the offeree may constitute
acceptance.1 There is also a divergence of view upon the
moment at which an acceptance becomes effective and irre-
vocable. There are three main theories :2
First the mail-box or dispatch (expedition) theory, current in com-
mon law countries, which regards agreement as complete upon the
mere posting of the acceptance, irrespective of whether it reaches the
offerer.
Secondly, the theory of reception, according to which there is no
agreement until the acceptance is received.3
Thirdly, the theory of knowledge, which requires that the accep-
tance should come to the knowledge of the offeror.4
This diversity may produce a difficult problem. Suppose, what law
for instance, that:
A mails an offer in London to B in Hamburg; B mails an acceptance
in Hamburg, but his letter is lost. By English law there is a completed
agreement,5 by German law there is not. Which law governs the
matter ?
There are various possibilities, but two in particular may be
mentioned, namely, the putative proper law6 and the lex hti
contractus.
It is submitted that the former, i.e. the law that would be the
proper law in the objective sense, assuming that a contract had
1	Wolff, op. cit., p. 439; Beale, op. cit., p. 1073.	p
2	For a more detailed list see Visscher, 19 Revue de droit international et de
legislation comparte (3rd series), pp. 90-91; Rabel, op. cit. ii. 453.
3	Germany, Austria, Norway, Sweden and Denmark.
4	Italy, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Romania and Bulgaria.
5	Household Fire Insurance Co. v. Grant (1879), 4 Ex. D. 216.
6	Advocated by WolfF, op. cit., p. 439.

